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Come on folks, the whole inception the
Time Warner Inc., AT&T, and
DirecTV merger is a value wire fraud
scam created to side step multi-Billion
dollar criminality ranging from
blocking hundreds of Billions of
dollars in energy projects to covering
up U.S. economic sanctions violations
shadow accounting through
Venezuela. All the trades that have
been made in relation to this mergers
announcement are a complete value
scam. Jeffery Bewkes and Mark Zucker telling employees of CNN to obstruct justice, and write more fake news
about Makan Delrahim is criminal. Aside from the executive criminality involving Jeffery Bewkes, Jeff Zucker,
James Turley, and Randall Stephenson this is about deciding between two futures of Time Warner Inc. One
future consists of AT&T and more value based hyper protectionist wire fraud in an economic paradigm that has
become increasingly aware of this type of federal criminality. The second future consists of Quantum
Corporation shifting Time Warner Inc.'s current business model, which relies heavily on wire fraud, and
transitioning it to a clean energy based business model implementing strategies like Air Time for Equity to
properly supplement its traditional brands. This will vastly reduce the Company's future wire related legal
liability allowing Company dollars to cut across the peripheral U.S. without value bias. Moving on, I have
communicated with the DOJ. They are aware of the criminality, liability, and understand that I set forth a
superior course of action for the Company. Trying to purposefully write me and my company out of the
dialogue in some sort of manic collusive value base hyper protectionist scam is the same wire fraud of
presenting the public a false choice on the border wall purposefully misleading and trying to defraud the public.
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